Press release

Atos boosts supercomputing power by 10 for
Spanish State Meteorological Agency AEMET
Paris (France), Madrid (Spain), February 23, 2021 – Atos announces that it has been
selected by the Spanish State Meteorological Agency (AEMET) to supply and install its
computing and storage technology, through the tender “Contracting of Supply through leasing
without the option to purchase a Supercomputing System for the AEMET”. Based on the
BullSequana supercomputing architecture from Atos, the new supercomputer will provide
almost ten times more computing capacity than the current one which was installed in the
2014.
This new supercomputer will reinforce and expand AEMET’s current computing capabilities to
boost research in different areas such as weather forecasting, climate change, wave prediction
and support its collaboration with international organizations. Additionally, it supports AEMET
meet the new strategic, technological and service provision challenges, such as preparing,
supplying and disseminating meteorological information and forecasts, in its 2019-21 Action
Plan, thereby consolidating its presence as one of the main meteorological centers in Europe.
“The availability of the new high-performance system will not only allow for greater
computing capacity and a reduction in the time necessary for the execution of
numerical models, but it will also enable us to optimize resources, automate processes
and put in place comprehensive procedures, to promote a more sustainable
architecture."
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“The fact that AEMET has renewed their confidence in our technological capabilities is
testament to our expertise and we are proud that Atos will continue to be their
reference technology provider in supercomputing, accompanying them in the new
challenges of weather forecasting and climate change. This new success strengthens
our commitment as a European leader in the meteorology sector. " said José
Camacho, Director of HPC & Quantum Computing at Atos in Iberia.

This project will consist of the installation of two clusters equipped with more than 50,000
cores based on AMD EPYC processor technology, with a capacity 5.9 PB of gross storage,
linked with a low latency interconnect network of 200 Gbits / sec.
###
Information for journalists
For more details on AEMET, please go to http://www.aemet.es/es/conocenos/recursos
About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 105,000 employees and annual revenue of over €
11 billion. European number one in cybersecurity, cloud and high-performance computing, the Group
provides tailored end-to-end solutions for all industries in 71 countries. A pioneer in decarbonization
services and products, Atos is committed to a secure and decarbonized digital for its clients. Atos
operates under the brands Atos and Atos|Syntel. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the
CAC40 Paris stock index.
The purpose of Atos is to help design the future of the information space. Its expertise and services
support the development of knowledge, education and research in a multicultural approach and
contribute to the development of scientific and technological excellence. Across the world, the Group
enables its customers and employees, and members of societies at large to live, work and develop
sustainably, in a safe and secure information space.
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